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Topologically nontrivial superconducting phases have been engineered in topological materials by the proxim-

ity effect in contact with conventional superconductors. In this paper, by using the method of the Kronig-Penney

model, we study the superconducting proximity effect in the bulk electronic states of Weyl semimetals by consid-

ering a multilayer structure consisting of Weyl-semimetal and superconductor layers. Due to the proximity effect,

two Weyl nodes are decoupled into four nodes of Majorana fermions resulting in Weyl-superconductor phases or

three-dimensional extension of topological-superconductor phases. We find that mismatch of the Fermi velocity

and potential barriers at the interface gap out Majorana nodes, thus turn Weyl-superconductor phases with four

Majorana nodes into Weyl-superconductor phases with half of Majorana nodes and topological-superconductor

phases with odd integer Chern numbers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Topology appears in condensed matter physics through the

geometric (Berry) phase of electronic states in the momen-

tum space. A group of materials characterized by a nontriv-

ial topology are dubbed as topological materials. Topologi-

cal insulators have full-gap bulk states and protected metallic

boundary states1,2. Topological superconductors have full-gap

superconducting bulk states and protected gapless boundary

states of a charge neutral fermion, referred to as the Majo-

rana fermion3. Topological semimetals are another class of

topological materials in which the conduction and valence

bands touch at points or lines in the Brillouin zone4–9. The

band-touching points in Weyl semimetals, the Weyl nodes,

can be present when either time-reversal or inversion sym-

metry is broken, and they appear in pairs with the opposite

chirality. Each node can be regarded as the Dirac monopole

of the Berry curvature, where the total flux of the Berry cur-

vature emanating from a node is an integer multiple of 2π

depending on the chirality10–12. The presence of the Weyl

nodes is related to transport phenomena, such as the anoma-

lous Hall effect and the negative magnetoresistance6–8,13–19

via the chiral anomaly20,21. The surface of Weyl semimetals

hosts a gapless mode, the zero-energy states of which con-

necting two nodes with the opposite chirality are called the

Fermi arc. So far, Weyl semimetals have been realized in

materials such as transition-metal monopnictides (inversion-

symmetry-broken Weyl semimetals)22–25, layered transition-

metal dichalcogenides (type-II Weyl semimetals)26–28 and Co-

based magnetic Heusler compounds (time-reversal-symmetry-

broken, or magnetic, Weyl semimetals)29–33.

The Berry curvature can have a monopole structure even in

superconductors and superfluids, the resulting phases of which

are referred to as Weyl-superconductor/superfluidphases34–39.

The Weyl-superfluid phase has been studied in the context of

the ABM phase of superfluid 3He40. The pair potential has

pairs of nodal points at the position of monopoles in the mo-

mentum space where the superconducting energy gap closes.

Weyl superconductors have a Majorana arc on their surface at

zero energy, and show anomalous thermal Hall effect depend-

ing on the position of nodes36,39, analogous to the anomalous

Hall effect in Weyl semimetals. In addition, Landau-level

formation and chiral-anomaly-related phenomena have been

studied in Weyl superconductors under strain41–43 and in the

presence of the vortex lattice44.

When a conventional superconducting order is induced in

a Weyl semimetal, it can turn a Weyl semimetal into a Weyl

superconductor36. To be more specific, consider a magnetic

Weyl-semimetal model in the Nambu space with an intrinsic

superconducting order given by,

H(k) =

(
h(k) i∆σy

−i∆∗σy −h∗(−k)

)
, (1)

where

h(k) =
k2
z − K2

0

2m
σz
+ λ(kyσ

x − kxσ
y), (2)

and σ is the Pauli matrix of the spin degrees of freedom. The
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FIG. 1. The band structure of a Weyl semimetal with an intrinsic su-

perconducting order is shown in schematic pictures, which have been

originally presented in36. As the intrinsic pair potential |∆| increases,

a Weyl semimetal (WSM) is changed to a Weyl superconductor with

4 nodes [WSC(4)], then to that with 2 nodes [WSC(2)], and finally to

a fully-gapped topological superconductor (TSC) characterized by a

nontrivial Chern number.

eigenenergies of this model are given by

E2
=

(
k2
z − K2

0

2m
± |∆|

)2

+ λ2(k2
x + k2

y). (3)

Since, when kx = ky = 0, the spin-up (σz
= 1) electronic

band and the spin-down (σz
= −1) hole band have the same

dispersion along kz , the superconducting order ∆ lifts the de-

generacy of these bands as shown in Fig. 1, and thus two

nodes of the Weyl fermions are split into four nodes of the

Majorana fermions. Further increasing the pair potential, Ma-

jorana nodes are gapped out in pairs, and finally a topological

superconductor characterized by the Chern number in the kx-

ky space is realized. However, this scenario of the intrinsic

superconductivity would not be feasible due to vanishingly

small electronic density of states in Weyl semimetals near the

node.

Topologically nontrivial superconducting phases have been

tuned and engineered in strong spin-orbit-coupled materials

by making contact with conventional superconductors. When

the surface of a topological insulator is attached with a conven-

tional superconductor, the gapless surface mode turns into a

fully-gapped two-dimensional topological superconductor due

to the superconducting proximity effect45,46. Even a normal

metal can become a topological superconductor when Rashba

spin-orbit coupling and the proximity effect are present47–49.

The surface of an inversion-symmetry-brokenWeyl semimetal

hosts a flat band of the Majorana fermions by attaching su-

perconductors with π-phase difference making a Josephson

junction50. However, the chiral surface state of a time-reversal-

symmetry-broken Weyl semimetal is robust against the prox-

imity effect, which lifts the degeneracy of the electron and

hole bands, but does not gap out the surface state.51. In the

case of two dimensions, a quantum-anomalous-Hall insula-

tor in proximity to a conventional superconductor realizes a

topological-superconductor phase52.

By stacking two different materials repeatedly, a multi-

layer model of an normal insulator and a three-dimensional

magnetically doped topological insulator (TI-NI) has been in-

vented to realize Weyl-semimetal phases7. When topological-

insulator layers are replaced by Weyl-semimetal layers (WSM-

NI), quantum-anomalous-Hall-insulator phases with arbitrary

Chern numbers appear, where Weyl-semimetal phases con-

tinuously connect quantum-anomalous-Hall-insulator phases

with different Chern numbers53. On the other hand, when

normal-insulator layers are replaced by superconductor layers

(TI-SC), the proximity-induced superconducting order splits

two Weyl nodes of the TI-NI model into four Majorana nodes,

and Weyl-superconductor phases are realized when the phase

of superconducting layers is the alternation of 0 and π36. From

a different perspective, a multilayer model comprising alter-

nating layers of even- and odd-parity orbitals has also been

studied54. This model realizes Weyl-semimetal and Weyl-

superconductor phases in the presence of spin-orbit coupling

and a chiral-p-wave superconducting order, respectively.

In this paper, we investigate the superconducting proximity

effect in the bulk electronic states of a time-reversal-symmetry-

broken Weyl semimetal by considering a multilayer structure

of the alternation of Weyl-semimetal and superconductor lay-

ers (WSM-SC). Thus, our model is a hybrid of the WSM-NI

model53 and the TI-SC model36, and inherits physical proper-

ties from both models, that is, our model realizes both Weyl-

superconductor phases and topological-superconductor phases

with arbitrary Chern numbers. In addition, our model has con-

trolable transparency of the interface by inserting potential bar-

riers between layers, and does not require π-phase difference

of superconductor layers like in the TI-SC model36. Here, we

notice that, in our model, the superconducting pair potential

and the exchange field are given a priori, homogeneous within

each layer, and common for all layers, respectively, although

the superconducting order can also be studied in a Kronig-

Penney-type superlattice model55,56. In addition, the exchange

field is assumed to be perpendicular to the interface in order to

address the electronic states analytically, and thus the chirality

blockade57,58 does not occur.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we define a

multilayer model studied in this paper. Using this model, first,

we study the case when the Fermi level of the Weyl semimetal

lies at the node in Sec. III. The phase diagram without potential

barriers is given in addition to the position of nodes, and the

low-energy properties near a node is shown to be described

by the Weyl Hamiltonian by using the degenerate perturbation

theory. Then, we show that each phase is characterized by

quantized or continuously varying thermal Hall conductivity,

and finally the phase diagram with potential barriers is pre-

sented. In Sec. IV, we proceed to the study of the case when

the Fermi level of the Weyl semimetal is away from the node.

In Sec. V, we summarize the results.

II. MULTILAYER MODEL

We consider an alternating layered structure consisting of

a time-reversal-symmetry-broken Weyl semimetal and an s-
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FIG. 2. The multilayer models that consist of the alternation of

a topological-insulator (TI)/Weyl-semimetal (WSM) layer coupled

with an exchange field and a normal-insulator (NI)/superconductor

(SC) layer are shown. In contrast to (a) the TI-NI multilayer model,

our model [(d)] is a hybrid of (b) the WSM-NI model and (c) the TI-

SC model. In addition, potential barriers, which work as a normal-

insulator layer, between WSM and SC layers are contained in our

model.

wave superconductor as shown in Fig. 2(d). We assume that

time-reversal symmetry is broken in the Weyl-semimetal layer

by coupling with the exchange field, and that the pair potential

∆ in the superconductor layer is given a priori and is present

only in the superconductor layers. We solve this model in the

same manner as the Kronig-Penney model53, which has been

used to study the electronic band structure under a periodic

potential in a crystal.

The unit cell consists of a Weyl-semimetal layer of the thick-

ness a and a superconductor layer of the thickness b, and layers

are stacked in the z direction [Fig. 2(d)]. In addition, each inter-

face has a δ-function potential barrier with the height h, which

works as an insulator layer inserted between Weyl-semimetal

and superconductor layers. The Hamiltonian of this system

within a unit cell z ∈ (−b, a] is given by

Htotal(kx, ky, z) = H(kx, ky,−i∂z) + hτz [δ(z) + δ(z − a)] ,

(4)

where

H(kx, ky,−i∂z) =

{
HWSM(kx, ky,−i∂z) (z ∈ (0, a))

HSC(kx, ky,−i∂z) (z ∈ (−b, 0))
, (5)

and τ is the Pauli matrix for the Nambu space. This model is

solved by constructing a wave function that has an eigenenergy

E and momenta kx, ky in the in-plane directions. A Weyl-

semimetal layer lies in z ∈ (0, a) and the Hamiltonian is given

in the Nambu space representing electron and hole degrees of

freedom by

HWSM(kx, ky,−i∂z) =

(
h(kx, ky,−i∂z) 0

0 −h∗(−kx,−ky, i∂z)

)
,

(6)

and its electronic part by

h(kx, ky,−i∂z) =
−∂2

z − K2
0

2m
σz − µW + λ(kyσ

x − kxσ
y),

(7)

where σ is the Pauli matrix of the spin degrees of freedom.

Throughout this paper, we use the unit ~ = 1. The momentum

K0 represents the position of the Weyl nodes (k = (0, 0,±K0))

in the bulk of the Weyl semimetal and is determined by the

exchange field. λ is the magnitude of Rashba spin-orbit cou-

pling. The eigenfunction for an eigenenergy E is, in general,

given by

ψ(z) =
∑

α=±,β=e,h

φαβ(AαβeiKαβ z
+ Bαβe−iKαβ z), (8)

where K2
±e = K2

0
± 2m[(E + µW)2 − λ2(k2

x + k2
y)]

1/2, K2
±h
=

K2
0
± 2m[(E − µW)2 − λ2(k2

x + k2
y)]

1/2, and eigenvectors are

φ+e ∝

©
«

se
λk−
0

0

ª®®®¬
, φ−e ∝

©
«

λk+
se
0

0

ª®®®¬
, φ+h ∝

©
«

0

0

λk−
sh

ª®®®¬
, φ−h ∝

©
«

0

0

sh
λk+

ª®®®¬
,

where se = E + µW + [(E + µW)2 − λ2(k2
x + k2

y)]
1/2, sh =

E − µW + [(E − µW)2 − λ2(k2
x + k2

y)]
1/2, and k± = ky ± ikx .

A superconductor layer lies in z ∈ (−b, 0), and the Hamilto-

nian is given by

HSC(kx, ky,−i∂z) =

(
ξσ0 i∆σy

−i∆∗σy −ξσ0

)
, (9)

where ξ = (k2
x + k2

y − ∂2
z )/2m′ − µS. Hereafter, the pair

potential ∆ is assumed to be real without loss of generality.

The eigenfunction for an eigenenergy E is given by

ψ(z) =
∑

α=±,γ=↑,↓

φαγ(CαγeiQα z
+ Dαγe−iQα z), (10)

where Q2
± = 2m′[µS±(E

2−|∆|2)1/2]−k2
x−k2

y , and eigenvectors

are

φ+↑ =

©«

u

0

0

v

ª®®®
¬
, φ−↑ =

©«

v

0

0

u

ª®®®
¬
, φ+↓ =

©«

0

u

−v

0

ª®®®
¬
, φ−↓ =

©«

0

v

−u

0

ª®®®
¬
.

Here, u2
= [1 + (E2 − ∆2)1/2/E]/2 and v

2
= [1 − (E2 −

∆
2)1/2/E]/2.

The eigenfunction in the whole unit cell z ∈ (−b, a] is con-

structed by determining coefficients Aαβ, Bαβ,Cαγ and Dαγ so

that the wave functions (8) and (10) satisfy boundary condi-

tions at z = 0 and z = a = −b. Boundary conditions for a
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momentum kz are given by requiring continuity of the wave

function

ψ(+0) = ψ(−0), ψ(a − 0) = ψ(−b + 0)eikz (a+b), (11)

and probability-current conservation

σzτz

2m

dψ

dz
(+0) =

τz

2m′

dψ

dz
(−0) + hτzψ(0), (12)

σzτz

2m

dψ

dz
(a − 0) =

τz

2m′

dψ

dz
(−b + 0)eikz (a+b) + hτzψ(a).

(13)

The conditions (12) and (13) are derived by integrating

H(z)ψ(z) around the boundaries. An eigenfunction for an

eigenenergy E and momenta k = (kx, ky, kz) is present when

a nonvanishing solution to the coefficients Aαβ, Bαβ,Cαγ and

Dαγ is present. The boundary conditions form 16 linear equa-

tions which are described by a 16 × 16 matrix, and vanishing

determinant of it is the condition of the presence of a solution.

Although actual inversion symmetry in the Weyl semimetal

(6) is broken by Rashba coupling, the Hamiltonian at momenta

k and −k are related by σzHWSM(−k)σz
= HWSM(k). Thus,

combined with particle-hole symmetry,all eigenenergies come

in positive- and negative-energy pairs at each momentum k.

Notice that the thickness of the two layers a and b has a

typical length scale, that is, the inverse of the momentum

K0 and Q0 = |Q±(E = 0)| = [2m′(µ2
S
+ |∆|2)1/2]1/2 for the

Weyl semimetal and superconductor, respectively, since, as

will be explained later, the phase diagram is drawn in the

space of K0a and Q0b. Therefore, the typical thickness of

the superconductor layer b ∼ Q−1
0

is much shorter than the

coherence length ξ, since Q0ξ ∼ (|∆|/µS)
−1 ≫ 1. In general,

the thickness needs to be much longer than the lattice constant

of the stacking direction to guarantee the momentum along the

z direction to be a good quantum number.

In most realization of the Weyl semimetal, the number

of the Weyl nodes is more than two, which is the possible

minimum number for magnetic Weyl semimetals. The Weyl

semimetal with only a single pair of the Weyl nodes described

by (7) has been realized under an external magnetic field in

EuCd2As2
59,60. However, such a material could not be used as

a WSM-SC multilayer unless the superconducting order of the

superconductor layer persists under a strong magnetic field,

like that of Nb or NbN. On the other hand, Weyl semimetals

with a single pair of Weyl nodes without an external magnetic

field, such as a TI-NI multilayer7, have not been realized exper-

imentally. Therefore, materials corresponding to our theory

could be realized provided that (1) a Weyl semimetal with

a single pair of the Weyl nodes in the absence of external

magnetic field is discovered in the future, or (2) an s-wave su-

perconductor with high upper-critical field is used to construct

a superlattice with e.g. EuCd2As2.

III. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES (µW = 0)

In this section, we consider the case where the Fermi level

of the Weyl semimetal lies exactly at the node (µW = 0). The

condition for the presence of Aαβ, Bαβ,Cαγ and Dαγ can be

reduced by restricting our discussion to kx = ky = 0. In

this case, the first and fourth components of the spinor are

decoupled from the remaining two components. In the super-

conductor side, the former (latter) is relevant in considering

φ+↑ (φ+↓) and φ−↑ (φ−↓). On the other hand, in the Weyl-

semimetal side, the former (latter) is relevant in considering

φ+e and φ+h when E > 0 (E < 0), and φ−e and φ−h when

E < 0 (E > 0). The condition for the presence of coefficients

is explicitly shown in Appendix A.

A. Phase diagram without potential barriers

First of all, consider the case when the potential barrier is ab-

sent. Provided that the energy dispersion is linear around nodes

(which will be discussed later), the phase diagram is deter-

mined by the presence or the absence of and also the number of

nodes, which are the E = 0 solutions of (A1). When E = 0, the

momentum in the zdirection of the Weyl-semimetal layer is K0,

and let the absolute value of that of the superconductor layer be

denoted by Q0 ≡ |Q±(E = 0)| = [2m′(µ2
S
+ |∆|2)1/2]1/2. Since

the momentum Q0 is close to the Fermi momentum (2m′µS)
1/2

in the absence of the superconducting order (∆ = 0), in the

following, we refer to Q0 as the Fermi momentum of the su-

perconductor for ease of description, since the genuine Fermi

momentum does not appear in the following argument. The

phase diagram is spanned by K0a and Q0b. One of the pa-

rameters K0a can be tuned by the variation of the thickness

a or the exchange field (thus, the position of the nodes ±K0)

of the Weyl-semimetal layers, and the other parameter Q0b by

the variation of the thickness b or the chemical potential of

the superconductor layers. The zero-energy states are always

doubly degenerate, since two decoupled equations (r = ±1

in (A1)) are identical. The equation (A1) is dependent on a

single quantity α−2
+ α2, where α = (K0/m)/(Q0/m′) is the

ratio of the Fermi velocity of the Weyl semimetal and (nearly)

that of the superconductor. The phase diagram is unchanged

when replacing α by its inverse.

First, let us focus on the special case α = 1, that is, the

case when two Fermi velocities coincide [Fig. 3(a)]. The Weyl

nodes are gapped out by the proximity effect from even in-

finitesimally thin superconductor layers (b ≪ a) when the

position of the two Weyl nodes k = (0, 0,±K0) are iden-

tical in the Brillouin zone kz ∈ [−π/a, π/a]. This fully-

gapped superconductor is a three-dimensional extension of

a time-reversal-symmetry-broken topological superconduc-

tor, the section of which along kz is characterized by the

Chern number. Otherwise, the two Weyl nodes are split

into four nodes of the Majorana fermion to become a Weyl

superconductor. The phase boundaries between Weyl- and

topological-superconductor phases are given by cos2 K0a =

cosh2 Q0b sin φ, where tan 2φ = ∆/µS, and thus topological-

superconductor phases become thinner (Weyl-superconductor

phases become broader) as the magnitude of the pair potential

|∆| becomes smaller.

The Chern number of topological-superconductor phases

can be determined by referring to the Weyl-semimetal phase.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The phase diagram in Q0b/π-K0a/π space

is shown when the ratio of the Fermi velocity α = (K0/m)/(Q0/m′)

is (a) 1, (b) 1/2, (c) 1/4, and (d) 1/20. Here, the magnitude of

the pair potential is set to be tan−1
∆/µS = 0.2. Dark- and light-

blue regions correspond to Weyl-superconductor phases with 4 nodes

[WSC(4)] and 2 nodes [WSC(2)], respectively, and white regions to

fully-gapped trivial- and topological-superconductor phases (SC and

TSC).

Along the vertical axis (b = 0) of Fig. 3(a), the Weyl semimetal

has the Hall conductivity σxy = (e2/h)K0/π. In other words,

the integral of the Chern number over kz in the Weyl semimetal

is 2K0, which is the interval of the nodes. When a topological-

superconductor phase with the Chern number ν touches the

Weyl-semimetal phase, the integral of the Chern number over

kz , that is, 2πν/a has to agree with twice that of the Weyl

semimetal, since the Chern number of the energy bands of

the Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian for superconductors

is doubled due to the Nambu space of the electric and hole

energy bands. Thus, we obtain

ν = 2K0a/π. (14)

As α varies from unity, that is, when the Fermi velocities

of the Weyl semimetal and the superconductor mismatch, Ma-

jorana nodes hybridize to have a finite energy gap when two

of them meet in the momentum space, which occurs on the

(light blue) solid lines inside the Weyl-superconductor phases

in Fig. 3(a). Depending on the magnitude of the energy gap, a

Weyl-superconductor phase with 4 Majorana nodes turns into

a Weyl-superconductor phase with 2 Majorana nodes or a fully

gapped phase [Fig. 3(b), (c)].

The position of the Majorana nodes is shown in Fig. 4(a)

as a function of K0a at Q0b/π = 1.4 [the vertical red line

in Fig. 3(b)], and in Fig. 4(b) as a function of Q0b at

K0a/π = 0.4 [the horizontal red line in Fig. 3(b)]. While,

for the Bogoliubov-de Gennes Hamiltonian of Weyl semimet-

als, the Chern number of the section along kz changes by 2 in

FIG. 4. (Color online) The position of Weyl nodes when α =

(K0/m)/(Q0/m′) = 1/2 is shown as a function of (a) K0a at

Q0b/π = 1.4 [the vertical red line in Fig. 3(b)], and of (b) Q0b

at K0a/π = 0.4 [the horizontal red line in Fig. 3(b)]. In (a) and (b),

the number shown inside regions separated by node-position lines

represents the Chern number of the electronic states in the kx -ky
space, and the color of lines represents the monopole charge (positive

for blue lines and negative for yellow lines). Schematic pictures of

the change of energy bands along kz are shown for the evolution (c)

from a trivial superconductor (SC) at K0a/π = 0 to a Weyl supercon-

ductor with 4 nodes [WSC(4)], a Weyl superconductor with 2 nodes

[WSM(2)] (not shown), and to a topological superconductor (TSC) at

K0a/π = 0.5, and (d) from a Weyl semimetal (WSM) at Q0b/π = 0

to WSC(4), WSC(2), and TSC at Q0b/π = 0.5.

a discrete manner as kz moves across a Weyl node, the Chern

number changes by unity in the case of Weyl superconduc-

tors, since the Majorana fermion is a half of the electron. As

K0a/π varies from 0 to 0.5, two pairs of Majorana nodes ap-

pear, sweep once the Brillouin zone, and disappear in pairs, the

process of which is schematically shown in Fig. 4(c). Through

this process, a trivial-superconductorphase continuously turns

into a topological-superconductor phase with the Chern num-

ber 1. Therefore, the fully gapped phases that emerge within

Weyl-superconductor phases in Fig. 3(b) are topological-

superconductor phases with odd Chern numbers, which can-

not be continuously connected to non-superconducting phases

without closing the energy gap.

On the other hand, as Q0b/π evolves from 0 to 0.5, a pair

of Weyl nodes are split into four Majorana nodes, and then

annihilate in pairs [Fig. 4(b)]. This process is schematically

shown in Fig. 4(d), and shares the same scenario as the intrinsic

superconductivity in Weyl semimetals shown in (1)-(3). By

further increasing Q0b/π, the Chern number remains at most
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2, since a pair of created Majorana nodes annihilate on their

own, and do not sweep the Brillouin zone.

As α becomes far larger (or equivalently far smaller) than

unity, topological-superconductor phases with even Chern

numbers and Weyl-superconductor phases with 4 Majorana

nodes shrink, and the phase diagram is almost dominated by

topological-superconductor phases with odd Chern numbers

[Fig. 3(d)]. This indicates that mismatch of the Fermi veloc-

ity favors topological-superconductor phases with odd Chern

numbers.

B. Energy dispersion near the Majorana nodes

So far, electronic properties are discussed relying on zero-

energy states. In order to identify Weyl-superconductor

phases, we need to confirm that the low-energy properties

are described by the Weyl Hamiltonian.

We estimate the energy dispersion away from kx = ky = 0

by the degenerate perturbation theory. Let the position of a

node be given by k(0)
= (0, 0, k0

z ), and its deviation be denoted

by p = k − k(0). Unperturbed wave functions are those on the

node. Up to linear order in p, the effective Hamiltonian has

the form of

Heff =

(
v1pz v2(py + ipx)

v2(py − ipx) −v1pz

)
, (15)

the detailed expression of which is shown in Appendix B. The

expression of the effective Hamiltonian agrees with the fact that

the Chern number changes by unity when kz moves across the

Majorana node since the diagonal elements work as a mass in

px-py plane which changes its sign at the node,provided that v2

is nonvanishing. The Chern number is constant in the interval

between two nodes [Fig. 4(a), (b)]. The monopole charge is

determined by the sign of the velocity v1. As can be seen

in Fig. 8, pair-created and pair-annihilated Majorana nodes

have the opposite signs of the velocity v1, which indicates

that a pair of Majorana nodes appear and disappear with the

opposite monopole charge. It is also numerically checked

that the velocity v1 agrees with the exact dispersion along kz
derived from (A1) near nodes.

C. Thermal Hall conductivity

One of the topological nature in Weyl semimetals appears in

the Hall conductivity. In a superconductor, characteristic Hall

effect is realized in thermal transport, that is, the thermal Hall

(Righi-Leduc) effect36. In Weyl superconductors, the thermal

Hall conductivity κxy is given by the integral of the Chern

number over kz multiplied by κ0
xy/2π, since the thermal Hall

conductivity of a two-dimensional topological superconductor

with the Chern number ν is quantized as κxy = νκ0
xy

61–63.

Here, κ0
xy = π2k2

B
T/6h is the quantum of the thermal Hall

conductivity that is realized in a two-dimensional topological

superconductorwith the Chern number ν = 1 (or, equivalently,

with the chiral central charge c = 1/2), and is half the thermal

Hall conductivity κ
0,QH
xy = π2k2

B
T/3h of a two-dimensional

quantum Hall system with the Chern number ν = 1 from the

Wiedemann-Franz law64.

The thermal Hall conductivity is deduced from the interval

of Majorana nodes in Weyl-superconductor phases and from

the Chern number in topological-superconductor phases. The

thermal Hall conductivity is shown in Fig. 5 for the same pa-

rameter used in Fig. 3(a)-(d). In topological-superconductor

phases, the thermal Hall conductivity multiplied by the unit-

cell size a+b is quantized by integers, or equivalently, by inte-

gers and half-odd integers by measuring in units of κ
0,QH
xy . On

phase boundaries, the thermal Hall conductivity shows a kink,

since Majorana nodes move faster in the momentum space as a

function of K0a or Q0b when close to phase boundaries, which

can be seen in Fig. 4(a) and (b).

D. Phase diagram with potential barriers

When potential barriers are present at the interface of Weyl-

semimetal and superconductor layers, an electron in a Weyl-

semimetal layer is more likely to be reflected at the interface,

which results in an energy gap when two Majorana nodes with

the opposite monopole charge are closely positioned. There-

fore, the potential barrier have a similar effect as the mismatch

of the Fermi velocity.

The phase diagram in the presence of the potential bar-

rier is determined also from the zero-energy solution of (A1),

and is shown in Fig. 6, where the corresponding phase dia-

gram without the barrier is Fig. 3(a). The barrier height is

h/(Q0/2m′) = 1/3, 1, 3, respectively. As in the case of the

large Fermi-velocity mismatch, a large barrier height favors

topological-superconductor phases with odd Chern numbers.

IV. ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES (µW , 0)

In this section, we examine the case when the Fermi level

of the Weyl semimetal is away from the node (µW , 0). The

phase diagram is determined from the E = 0 solutions at kx =

ky = 0 as has been done in the previous section. However,

the same argument as in Sec. III B indicates that the low-

energy behavior is described by the Weyl Hamiltonian unless

some components of the effective Hamiltonian (15) vanish

accidentally.

The phase diagrams when the Fermi level of the Weyl

semimetal is µW = 0.3K2
0
/2m and without the potential bar-

rier (h = 0) are shown in Fig. 7 for the same parameters

as used in Fig. 3. When the Fermi level is away from the

node, the periodic structure of the phase diagram as a function

of the Weyl-semimetal-layer thickness K0a cannot be seen,

since the Fermi momenta of the spin-up and spin-down bands

[(K2
0
± 2mµW)1/2] are different. Even in the presence of finite

chemical potential, Weyl-superconductor phases persist when

the Fermi velocities of the Weyl semimetal (K2
0
±2mµW)1/2/m

are close to that of the superconductor Q0/m′. On the other

hand, when the Fermi velocities are largely different (α ≪ 1),
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FIG. 5. The thermal Hall conductivity κxy multiplied by the unit-cell

size a + b is shown in units of the two-dimensional thermal Hall

conductivity quantum κ0
xy = π2k2

B
T/6h. Each figure corresponds

to the ratio of the Fermi velocity α = (K0/2m)(Q0/2m′) being (a)

1, (b) 1/2, (c) 1/4, and (d) 1/20. The thermal Hall conductivity is

estimated by the interval of nodes.

FIG. 6. The phase diagram in the presence of the potential barrier is

shown for the barrier height h/(Q0/2m′) being (a) 1/3, (b) 1, and (c)

3. The other parameters are the same as those used in Fig. 3(a).

FIG. 7. (Color online) The phase diagram when the Fermi level is

µW = 0.3K2
0
/2m in Q0b/π-K0a/π space is shown for the ratio of the

Fermi velocity α = (K0/m)/(Q0/m′) = (a) 1, (b) 1/2, (c) 1/4, and

(d) 1/20. The other parameters are the same as those in Fig. 3.

the phase diagram is dominated by topological superconduc-

tor phases [Fig. 7(d)]. In this case, however, the topological-

superconductor phases with even Chern numbers do not shrink

as in Fig. 3(d), since we take relatively large chemical potential

to make its effect obvious. Therefore, we can conclude that, as

long as the deviation of the Fermi level away from the node is
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relatively small (2mµW/K2
0
≪ 1), the electronic properties of

the multilayer model mentioned in the previous section for the

case of µW = 0 still hold. Notice that the surface of the doped

Weyl superconductors can host exotic surface states depending

on symmetry65.

Notice also that, in doped Weyl semimetals (not the multi-

layer model studied in this paper), the possibility of intrinsic

superconducting orders by inter-valley pairing (BCS state) and

intra-valley pairing (FFLO state) has been studied66,67.

V. CONCLUSION

We studied electronic properties of a multilayer structure

consisting of time-reversal-symmetry-broken Weyl semimet-

als and s-wave superconductors, in order to examine the super-

conducting proximity effect in the bulk of Weyl semimetals.

The multilayer model was solved by the method of the Kronig-

Penney model. We first determined the phase diagram from

zero-energy solutions, and then showed that the low-energy

properties are described by the Weyl Hamiltonian by using the

degenerate perturbation theory.

Depending on the thickness of Weyl-semimetal layers

and the position of the Weyl nodes, the superconducting

proximity effect from superconductor layers splits 2 Weyl

nodes into 4 nodes of the Majorana fermions, resulting in

Weyl-superconductor phases, or it gaps out to be the three-

dimensional extension of topological superconductors, which

are fully gapped and characterizedby the Chern number. In ad-

dition, in Weyl-superconductor phases, mismatch of the Fermi

velocity of the Weyl semimetal and the superconductor gaps

out a pair of Majorana nodes to become Weyl-superconductor

phases with 2 Majorana nodes or gaps out all 4 nodes to

be topological-superconductor phases that have odd Chern

numbers. Consequently, when the Fermi level of the Weyl

semimetal is at the node, the two Fermi velocities match, and

the potential barriers are absent, the electronic phase is either a

Weyl-semimetal phase with 4 Majorana nodes or topological-

superconductorphases with even Chern numbers. On the other

hand, when mismatch of the Fermi velocity becomes larger

or when high potential barriers are inserted at the interface,

topological-superconductor phases with odd Chern numbers

are most likely to be realized. These features are robust even

when the Fermi level is slightly away from the node.

Nontrivial topology of topological-superconductor phases

and Weyl-superconductor phases can be detected through the

thermal Hall conductivity, which is quantized in topological-

superconductor phases and varies continuously by the position

of the Majorana nodes in Weyl-superconductor phases.
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Appendix A: Eigenstates of kx = ky = 0 when µW = 0

For a fixed momenta kx, ky and an energy E , correspond-

ing eigenfunctions in each layer have eight-fold degeneracy,

consisting of four-component spinors of the spin and Nambu

space, and two momenta in the z direction of the opposite

signs. The linear combination of these basis functions has 16

coefficients, and they are determined by 4 boundary condi-

tions at z = 0 and z = a = −b comprising 16 linear equations.

The equations are described by a 16 × 16 matrix. A nonvan-

ishing solution to Aαβ, Bαβ,Cαγ and Dαγ is present when the

determinant of the 16 × 16 matrix vanishes.

However, the determinant is decomposed into the product

of two determinants of 8× 8 matrices, when kx = ky = 0. The

vanishing condition of two determinants is given by

(
cos[kz(a + b)] − cos[K±a] cos[Q+b] +

r

2

u2
+ v

2

u2 − v
2

(
vQ+

vK±
+

vK±

vQ+

(
1 +

4h2

v
2
K±

))
sin[K±a] sin[Q+b]

)

×

(
cos[kz(a + b)] − cos[K±a] cos[Q−b] −

r

2

u2
+ v

2

u2 − v
2

(
vQ−

vK±
+

vK±

vQ−

(
1 +

4h2

v
2
K±

))
sin[K±a] sin[Q−b]

)

−
1

2

[
1 −

(
u2
+ v

2

u2 − v
2

)2
]

sin2[K±a] (1 − cos[Q+b] cos[Q−b])

−
1

4

[
1 −

(
u2
+ v

2

u2 − v
2

)2
] [ (

vQ+

vK±
+

vK±

vQ+

(
1 +

4h2

v
2
K±

)) (
vQ−

vK±
+

vK±

vQ−

(
1 +

4h2

v
2
K±

))
−
vQ+

vQ−
−
vQ−

vQ+

]
sin2[K±a] sin[Q+b] sin[Q−b] = 0,

(A1)

where vK± = K±/m ≡ [K2
0
± 2m|E |]1/2/m, vQ± = Q±/m′,

and r = 1(−1) when the first and fourth (second and third)

components are relevant. Reminding that the first and fourth

(second and third) components are relevant for modes with

K+ when E > 0 (E < 0), and with K− when E < 0 (E > 0),

r = 1(−1) corresponds to the modes with K+(K−)when E > 0,
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while r = 1(−1) corresponds to K−(K+) when E < 0. In the

limit of the zero energy, (u2
+ v

2)/(u2 − v
2) vanishes and, in

addition, in the limit of vanishing potential barrier h → 0, the

equation is characterized by a single parameter

vQ−vQ+

v
2
K±

+

v
2
K±

vQ−vQ+
. (A2)

This quantity represents mismatch of the Fermi velocity vK0± =

K0/m and |vQ0± | = |Q±(E = 0)|/m′
= Q0/m′. (A2) gives the

minimum value 2 when the two Fermi velocities match, and is

greater than 2 when they mismatch.

Appendix B: Low-energy effective Hamiltonian

In this section, the degenerate perturbation theory is used

to derive a low-energy effective Hamiltonian around a node of

Weyl superconductors.

Assume that the chemical potential of the Weyl semimetal

µW is positive. By taking the limit in order of kx, ky → 0 and

E → +0, the spinors become

φ+e =

©«

1

0

0

0

ª®®®
¬
, φ−e =

©«

0

1

0

0

ª®®®
¬
, φ+h =

©«

0

0

1

0

ª®®®
¬
, φ−h =

©«

0

0

0

1

ª®®®
¬
, (B1)

and

φ+↑ ∝

©
«

i

0

0

1

ª®®®¬
, φ−↑ ∝

©
«

1

0

0

i

ª®®®¬
, φ+↓ ∝

©
«

0

1

i

0

ª®®®¬
, φ−↓ ∝

©
«

0

i

1

0

ª®®®¬
. (B2)

Two eigenfunctions at a node k(0)
= (0, 0, k0

z ) given by

ψ1(z) =



φ+e χ+e(z) + φ−h χ−h(z) (z ∈ (0, a))∑
α=±

φα↑χα↑(z) (z ∈ (−b, 0)) (B3)

and

ψ2(z) =



φ−e χ−e(z) + φ+h χ+h(z) (z ∈ (0, a))∑
α=±

φα↓χα↓(z) (z ∈ (−b, 0)) (B4)

satisfy H(0, 0,−i∂z)ψi(z) = 0 (i = 1, 2), where the wave

function in a Weyl-semimetal layer z ∈ (0, a) for a spinor

φαβ is denoted by χαβ(z) = AαβeiKαz + Bαβe−iKαz (K2
α=± =

K2
0
± 2m|µW |), and that in a superconductor layer z ∈ (−b, 0)

for a spinor φαγ by χαγ(z) = CαγeiQα z +Dαγe−iQαz [Q2
α=± =

2m′(µS±i |∆|)]. Up to the first order in the deviation of the mo-

mentump = k−k(0), the eigenfunction is a linear combination

of the 0-th order functions given by eipz z(C1ψ1(z)+C2ψ2(z)).
The perturbation Hamiltonian is

e−ipz zH(px, py,−i∂z)e
ipz z − H(0, 0,−i∂z)

=H(px, py,−i∂z + pz) − H(0, 0,−i∂z)

≃

{
pz (−i∂z)σ

zτz/m + λ(pyσ
x − pxσ

yτz) (z ∈ (0, a))

pz (−i∂z) τ
z/m′ (z ∈ (−b, 0))

.

(B5)

Then, the effective Hamiltonian is given by

H
ij

eff
(p) ≡

1(
cicj

)1/2

∫ a

−b

dzψ
†
i
H(px, py,−i∂z + pz)ψj

=

(
v1pz v2(py + ipx)

v
∗
2
(py − ipx) −ṽ1pz

)
ij

, (B6)

where v1 = (v++ v↑)/c1, ṽ1 = (v−+ v↓)/c2, v2 = λw/(c1c2)
1/2,

and

v± =
1

m

∫ a

0

dz
[
χ
†
±e(−i∂z)χ±e + χ

†
∓h
(−i∂z)χ∓h

]
, (B7)

vγ =
1

m′

∫ 0

−b

dz
[
iχ†−γ(−i∂z)χ+γ − iχ

†
+γ(−i∂z)χ−γ

]
(γ =↑, ↓),

(B8)

w =

∫ a

0

dz
[
χ
†
+e χ−e + χ

†
−h
χ+h

]
. (B9)

Here, ci is the normalization constant defined by

ci =

∫ a

−b

dz |ψi |
2 . (B10)

From equations for Aαβ, Bαβ,Cαγ and Dαγ , identities χ+e =

χ+h, χ−e = χ−h, χ+↑ = χ+↓, and χ−↑ = χ−↓ hold up to an

irrelevant phase factor when E = 0 and kx = ky = 0. This

leads to relations v+ = v−, v↑ = v↓, w ∈ R, c1 = c2, and

thus v1 = ṽ1, v∗
2
= v2. The relation v1 = ṽ1 is consistent

with symmetries, that is, eigenenergies come with positive-

and negative-energy pairs.

In Fig. 8, the coefficients v1 and v2 in the effective

Hamiltonian (B6) are numerical evaluated for µW → +0,

α = (K0/m)/(Q0/m′) = 1/2, Q0b/π = 1.4, and m′/m =

1. Fig. 8(a) [(b), (c), (d)] corresponds to K0a/π ∈
[0, 0.5] ([0.5, 1], [1, 1.5], [1.5, 2]), in which v1 and v2 are evalu-

ated at the node shown in the lowest (second, third, fourth low-

est) line of Fig. 4(a) separating ν = 0 (1, 2, 3) and ν = 1(2, 3, 4)

regions. The sign of a velocity v1 determines the monopole

charge of the node. On the other hand, the sign of a veloc-

ity v2 is irrelevant to the monopole charge, while v2 must be

nonvanishing to guarantee the linear dispersion in the kx and

ky direction. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that a pair of nodes

that emerge from or annihilate at the same momentum have

the opposite monopole charge.

∗ r.nakai@imr.tohoku.ac.jp 1 M. Z. Hasan and C. L. Kane, Rev. Mod. Phys. 82, 3045 (2010).

mailto:r.nakai@imr.tohoku.ac.jp
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/RevModPhys.82.3045
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FIG. 8. (Color online) The coefficients v1 (solid line) and v2 (dashed

line) in the effective Hamiltonian (B6) normalized by the Fermi

velocity Q0/m′ and Rashba coupling λ, respectively, are shown

as a function of the position of nodes. Parameters µW → +0,

α = (K0/m)/(Q0/m′) = 1/2, Q0b/π = 1.4 are used, which are

the same as those in Fig. 4(a). In addition, m′/m = 1 is used. Each

figure corresponds to (a) the lowest line, (b) the second-, (c) third-,

and (d) fourth-lowest line in Fig. 4(a), respectively. The position of

the node is also shown on the top as a function of K0a. Blue (yellow)

curves correspond to positive (negative) chirality nodes. Vertical

dotted lines represent momenta where two nodes merge besides the

center and the boundary of the Brillouin zone (kz(a + b) = 0, π).
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